CASE STUDY: BLACK BOX THEATERS

Transform your black box theater into a versatile, multi-purpose performance space with Staging Concepts’ customized flexible seating systems.

Whether you need a portable system that can easily be re-configured into multiple layouts or premium portable seating that make your guests’ experiences unforgettable, we guarantee custom products that will fit your theater’s needs.

Infill seating for ADA compliance, removable balconies, and multiple configuration black box seating are custom examples of Staging Concepts’ product solutions that can greatly improve the capacity (and ticket revenue) of your facility. As with all Staging Concepts’ products, our performance equipment is custom-designed, engineered, and manufactured in-house with only the highest grade material available.

To construct a black box theater, we typically use a combination of SC90 Platforms, SC90 Supports, IBC Guardrails, and the appropriate stair solution. As an added benefit, often we are asked to include stair lighting to help guide the way for performers and guests. No matter the layout or combination of products, Staging Concepts can provide a modular, reliable black box theater solution to last for multiple events for multiple years.